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This paper is addressed to possibility of images recognition 
by using hybrid architecture of optical and quantum-

digital parts. Optical part forms a specific light signal, 
corresponding to different image patterns and quantum-
digital part records and process this information, which is 
read by quantum states measurement at the end of gas 
flow. Supersonic overcooled gas flow is proposed to use as 
quantum information storage medium, because molecular 
spectra are well resolved in this case, and, therefore, better 
control over them by laser field can be implemented. 
Decoherence level in ensemble of molecules and clusters, 
representing gas flow, can be controlled by its rarefaction 
degree and its extension. Population of quantum states 
can be manipulated either by laser beam reflected from 
explored object surface(holography) in the case of low 
intensity or from interior object structures(tomography) 
in the case of high intensity. For better control over 

quantum levels population, laser beam is represented as 
a sequence of specifically shaped laser pulses. Variation 
of laser intensity, projected into gas flow, is produced by 
interference of laser beam, reflected from the explored 
pattern surface, and reference beam. Once irradiated, gas 
flow feeds spectrometer inlet. In spectrometer, electrons 
from excited molecules are ejected by applied ionizing laser 
pulse(finalizing measurement). Obtained electron energy 
spectra, containing information of original optical image, 
are recorded by the network of surrounding electrodes, 
so that information on spatial configuration of the object 
is translated into time evolution of current induced on 
electrodes, which is transformed to digital format by analog-
digital converter for further processing by comparison of 
obtained electrical signals with the library of previously 
recorded signals, corresponding to possible images.
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